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QUESTION 1

An administrator encounter an error while working on eBiG.IP device and contacts F5 Support to open a case. While
opening the case Support of the administrator that a BIO-IP version update is required. 

Which F5 Support policy requires the administrator to upgrade the BIG-IP version. 

A. End of Software Support 

B. End of Support Contact Renewal 

C. End of Technical Support 

D. End of Return to Manufacturing 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is correct concerning HTTP classes? 

A. A single web application can be used by several HTTP classes 

B. A virtual server can only have one web application associated with it 

C. A single ASM enabled HTTP class can be used by multiple virtual servers 

D. Each ASM enabled HTTP class can have several active security policies associated with it 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What we two advantages of using SSL offloading? (Choose two) 

A. Offloads the client to SSL processing 

B. provides single point of management for private keys 

C. reduces server load significantly 

D. encrypts all communications and to end 

E. allows secure remote access to internal server resources 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4
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The least connections load balancing method functions best when all pool members share similar characteristics. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements are incorrect regarding protection of web services? (Choose two.) 

A. The BIG-IP ASM System checks to ensure web services use cookies. 

B. The BIG-IP ASM System parses XML requests and XML responses. 

C. The BIG-IP ASM System checks to ensure XML documents are well formed. 

D. The BIG-IP ASM System uses attack signatures to enforce negative security logic. 

E. The BIG-IP ASM System checks for XML syntax, schema validation, and WSDL validation. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

Which statement is true concerning a functional iRule? 

A. iRules use a proprietary syntax language. 

B. iRules must contain at least one event declaration. 

C. iRules must contain at least one conditional statement. 

D. iRules must contain at least one pool assignment statement. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

FastCache will NOT work with compressed objects. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8
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ASM combined with LTM provides protection against: 

A. Layer 7 DoS attacks 

B. All of the above 

C. Layer 4 DoS attacks 

D. DDoS attacks 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Monitors can be assigned to which three resources? (Choose three.) 

A. NATs 

B. pools 

C. iRules 

D. nodes 

E. SNATs 

F. pool members 

G. virtual servers 

Correct Answer: BDF 

 

QUESTION 10

The ARX can see ________ when a data modification takes place and will cue that file to be migrated back to the
primary tier. 

A. In real time 

B. Nightly 

C. Weekly 

D. At the time of a system scan 

E. When scheduled by administrator 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11
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Which statement is true concerning SNATs using automap? 

A. Only specified self-IP addresses are used as automap addresses. 

B. SNATs using automap will translate all client addresses to an automap address. 

C. A SNAT using automap will preferentially use a floating self-IP over a nonfloating self-IP. 

D. A SNAT using automap can be used to translate the source address of all outgoing traffic to the same address
regardless of which VLAN the traffic is sent through. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

There are multiple HTTP class profiles assigned to a virtual server. Each profile has Application Security enabled.
Which statement is true? 

A. Traffic will process through every HTTP class profile every time. 

B. Traffic will process through the first HTTP class profile that it matches and then stops. 

C. Traffic will process through one HTTP class profile and if the traffic matches another profile, BIG-IP System will send
a redirect to the client. 

D. Traffic will only process through the HTTP class profile that it matches but always processes through the whole list
and will process through each HTTP class profile it matches. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 13

A monitor has been defined with an alias port of 443. All other options are left at their defaults. 

The administrator wishes to assign it to a pool of members where the members\\' ports vary. 

Which is the result? 

A. For each member, if the member port is not 443, the member will be marked down. For each member, if the member
port is not 443, the member will be marked down. 

B. For each member, the monitor will test member node at port 443. For each member, the monitor will test the member
node at port 443. 

C. For each member. If it is running an SSL service at the member port, the monitor may work.Otherwise, the monitor
will fail and the member for each member, if it is running an SSL service at the member port, the monitor may work.
Otherwise, the monitor will fail and the member will be marked down. 

D. This assignment is not allowed since the port do not match. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 14

Which three iRule events are likely to be seen in iRules designed to select a pool for load balancing. (Choose 3) 

A. CLIENT_DATA 

B. SERVER_DATA 

C. HTTP_REQUEST 

D. HTTP_RESPONSE 

E. CLIENT_ACCEPTED 

F. SERVER_SELECTED 

G. SERVER_CONNECTED 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

 

QUESTION 15

A BIG IP Administrator need to perform a packet capture and identify the source IP that is connecting to the Virtual
Server. 

Which utility should the administrator use on the BIG IP device? 

A. leinel 

B. traceroute 

C. ping 

D. tcpdump 

Correct Answer: D 
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